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Network Composer is a deep-packet, Layer 7 inspection appliance that scans, identifies, and controls
Internet traffic—and provides advanced content filtering, reporting, application prioritization, bandwidth
management and threat protection capabilities.
NETWORK COMPOSER APPLIANCES INCLUDE:
Bandwidth Shaping and Prioritization. Place
precise limits on the amount of bandwidth
available to specific applications, sites or users.

Multi-layer Content Filtering. Ensure users
can access the content they need with real-time
dynamic URL categorization, URL database
matching, URL keyword search and deep HTML
inspection. Features like SafeSearch searchTM
engine enforcement will automatically detect and
protect your network from dangerous or
unwanted content.

Content Shaping and Prioritization. Set limits or
prioritize bandwidth based on specific URLs,
domain names, content categories, MIME types
and file types.

Secure Traffic Filtering. Monitor, analyze and filter
HTTPS traffic to eliminate threats or unwanted
content hidden inside encrypted requests.

Application Control. Monitor application traffic to
determine bandwidth requirements and set
appropriate policy based priorities and limits.

Anonymous Proxy Protection. Protect your
organization against today’s most sophisticated
threats with hourly filter avoidance updates and
dynamic content analysis that identifies and blocks
dangerous anonymous proxies.

Internet Usage Control. Reveal precise Internet
usage, set appropriate policies and restrictions
and automatically enforce those policies.

Internet Threat Control. Block web-based malware
and viruses with advanced database matching and
client spyware removal capabilities.

Reporting. Gain total visibility and enhance your
ability to identify and fix problems with detailed
reports on user activity, application traffic,
potential Internet threats and much more.

Working together, these capabilities provide detailed, accurate information about the web traffic flowing
through your organization, give you the application and bandwidth management tools you need to optimize
performance, and provide unprecedented control over online content, applications, groups and users.

Reveal
Deep packet inspections and detailed
reporting provide detailed, accurate
information about the web traffic
flowing through your organization.
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Precise, fine-grained application
control, bandwidth management and
content filtering capabilities keep your
most critical content and applications
secure, fast and available.

Proxy protection, content filtering
and other advanced threat protection
capabilities work together to identify
and neutralize today’s most sophisticated and dangerous Internet threats.
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Network Composer is a secure Web gateway appliance
that sits between your corporate firewall and network
switches. It comes fully-loaded with everything you need
to reveal, optimize and protect your Internet connection.
It features a convenient and powerful Web-based management console and receives frequent automatic updates
to protect your organization from emerging threats.

Finding the Right Appliance for Your Network
Network Composer offers a complete range of secure web gateway solutions for
businesses, governments, schools, and universities of all types and sizes:
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DC10

2 Mbps

10/100
RJ45, 2 ports

25-250

DC20

5 Mbps

10/100
RJ45, 2 ports

25-250

DC30

8 Mbps

10/100
RJ45, 2 ports

25-2,500

DC30X

20 Mbps

10/100/1000
RJ45, 2 ports

100-5,000

DC30XS

20 Mbps

10/100/1000
RJ45, 2 ports

100-5,000

DC40X

45 Mbps

10/100/1000
RJ45, 2 ports

100-50,000

DC40XS

45 Mbps

10/100/1000
RJ45, 2 ports

100-50,000

DC50X

100 Mbps

10/100/1000
RJ45, 2 ports

100-50,000

DC50XS

100 Mbps

10/100/1000
RJ45, 2 ports

100-50,000

DC60X

200 Mbps

10/100/1000
RJ45, 2 ports

100-50,000

DC60XS

200 Mbps

10/100/1000
RJ45, 2 ports

100-50,000
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Network Composer is ready to offer your organization new levels of Internet safety,
performance and control, so you can maximize the value and productivity of
your Internet connection. Visit www.cymphonix.com or call 866.511.1155 to learn
more, schedule a live demo, or sign up for a free evaluation.
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